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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A GERMAN REQUIEM IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

It would not be understating historical fact to say that the 

premier performance of Johannes Brahms' Ein Deutsches Requiem, Opus 45 

was considerably less than successful. This performance in Vienna on 

December 1, 1867, under the direction of Johann Herbeck contained 

only the first three movements. The well -known account of the over- 

enthusiastic timpanist's performance of the pedal point "d" in the 

concluding fugue of Movement No. III is aptly described by Florence 

May: 

The performance of Brahms' movements did not result in success, 

though the first two were received with some tokens of approval. 
At conclusion of the third an extraordinary scene took place. 
The now celebrated pedal points, on which the last section of 

this number is constructed, produced -- partly owing to a mistake 
of the drummer, who drowned the chorus by playing the famous 

"D" forte throughout --a condition of nervous tension in a 
portion of the audience, a longing to be relieved from the 
monotony of the one dominating sound; and when the composer 
appeared on the platform in answer to the calls of some of 

his hearers, unmistakable demonstrations of hostility mingled 
with the plaudits.' 

It was unfortunate that Herbeck's preparation and performance 

was not better executed since the first two movements had received 

somewhat favorable response from the Viennese audience. Brahms 

himself felt that part of the blame for the third movement's failure 

'Florence May, The Life of Johannes Brahms, Vol. II (London: 

William Reeves, 1905), p. 61. 
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was due to the fact that the Redouten -Saale in Vienna had no organ to 

hold the "eternal d ". In a letter to his longtime teacher and friend, 

Edward Marxen of Hamburg, he said: 

I send you some novelties and beg you, if time allows, to 
write me one or many words about them. I enclose also 
something from my Requiem and on this I earnestly beg you 
to write to me. It looks rather curious in places and 
perhaps, in order to spare my manuscript, you would take 
some music paper and put down some useful remarks. I should 
like that very much. The eternal "D" in No. 3. If I do not 
use the organ it does not sound.2 

Unfortunate as the Vienna performance was, arrangements had 

already been made for a performance of the then complete six movement 

work at the cathedral in Bremen. The rehearsals were to be executed 

by the cathedral organist and city music director, Karl Reinthaler, 

with the composer conducting the performance. The circumstances 

surrounding the Bremen performance are best related by Brahms' friend, 

Albert Dietrich: 

I had received the manuscript score of the "Requiem" from 
Brahms, and was most deeply impressed by its beauties. 
I hastened to Bremen to show it to Reinthaler, the conductor, 
who, immediately recognising the great importance of the 
work, decided to perform it in the Cathedral on the following 
Good Friday. 

With what joy did I communicate this news to Brahmsi3 

Unlike the Vienna premier, the performance at Bremen was so over- 

whelmingly successful that a repeat performance was scheduled for 

April 28 with Reinthaler conducting. During the following year no 

less than eight more performances of the Requiem were presented. 

2 
May, Vol. II, pp . 62-63. 

3Albert Dietrich and J. V. Widmann, Recollections of Johannes 
Brahms, trans. by Dora E. Hecht (London: Selley and Co., Ltd., 1904), 
p. 67. 
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throughout Germany. It was in May 1868, after the Bremen performances, 

that Brahms composed what we now know as the fifth movement for solo 

soprano and chorus. 

The idea of another movement had evidently originated with 

Marxen, and from all accounts Brahms must have concurred. In fact, 

the Bremen premier included a performance of "I know that my Redeemer 

liveth" from Handel's Messiah, sung by Amalie Joachim, wife of the 

renowned violinist and Brahms' close friend, Joseph Joachim.4 

The first performance of the Requiem, as we know it today, 

took place in the summer of 1868 at Zurich, where Brahms spent a 

great deal of time during this period. 

It should not be overlooked that until the Bremen performance 

of the German Requiem, Brahms was not generally recognized as a major 

musical figure in Germany. Not even Schumann's article "Neue Bahnen", 

of October 28, 1853, in the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik, heralding the 

arrival of Brahms, could have prophesied that with a single performance 

of an as yet incomplete work, Brahms would grow to compositional 

maturity and "undisputed eminence" in German musical culture.5 

The very title Ein Deutsches Requiem (A German Requiem) had, 

from the outset, been a source of controversy and even ridicule as 

it was unlike any other requiem with regard to text and was not even 

particularly "German" except that the text came from the Lutheran 

Bible. Brahms chose all of his text and judging from the various 

biblical sources, was quite familiar with the passages about death. 

4Walter Niemann, Brahms, trans. by Catherine Alison Phillips 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1929), p. 97. 

5Niemann, p. 97. 
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To quote Hans Gal: 

The choice of texts for his German Requiem causes us again 
to admire the depth of his thought processes. The sequence 
of ideas, developed in seven partly lyrical, partly epic 
movements, is expressed in words of the Scriptures unsur- 
passed in the annals of religious music as to meaningfulness 
and graphic power.° 

Although the title was not without precedence, in a generic 

sense the term Requiem was still associated with the Catholic Missa 

Pro Defunctus. Brahms himself indicated some uncertainty about the 

title in a letter to his friend Albert Dietrich in 1862: "I am sorry 

to say I cannot serve you with a symphony, but it would be a treat 

for me if I had you, dear Albert, here for a day in order to play 

my so- called 'German Requiem' to you! "7 

In a later correspondence with Karl Reinthaler, Brahms intimated 

that he "would gladly omit even the word German and instead put in 

Human. "8 

6Hans Gal, Johannes Brahms, His Work and Personality, trans. 
by Joseph Stein 

7 
Dietricht, p. 66. 

8Gal, p. 188. 



CHAPTER 2 

PREDECESSORS OF A GERMAN REQUIEM 

If an archaic liturgical office such as the Mass for the Dead 

held little interest for Brahms, to be certain the music of the past 

did. Both his near and distant predecessors in Germanic music were 

held by Brahms as venerable. In his book on Brahms, Hans Gal states: 

The most striking phenomenon of the latter -day music, the 
steadily growing posthumous influence of Bach, who was 
unknown during his lifetime, forgotten after his death, 
and actually discovered only a generation later, reached 
its climax in Brahms.9 

Just as Mendelssohn reintroduced Germany to the music of Bach 

by performances of the St. Matthew Passion in 1829, so Brahms sought 

to enlighten and educate the public regarding the music of the early 

masters. In fact, Brahms' association with the Vienna Singakademie 

afforded him the vehicle to perform the works of the past masters, 

including Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Bach. But his interest did not 

stop there --the programs from the Singakademie in 1864 also contain 

the works of Heinrich Isaak (three German Folk Songs), Johann Eccard, 

Giovanni Gabrieli and the motet for triple chorus, "Saul, Saul' of 

Heinrich Schütz.10 

9Gal, pp. 118-19. 

10 
May, Vol. II, pp. 20, 22, 23. 

5 
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According to Michael Musgrave "...earlier music provided in 

the starting point for some of his greatest work in variation form, 

and, viewed, overall, he attempted comparatively little without a 

keen awareness of the traditions he had inherited. "11 

Brahms' fascination and reverence for his musical ancestry 

was not shared by many of his staunchest supporters and on occasion 

was a source of petty squabbles that lasted for some time. Even 

Edward Hanslick, the music critic and a close friend of Brahms, 

related that "music in its purest sense began only with Haydn and 

Mozart. "12 This attitude surely annoyed Brahms and occasionally 

provided him with material to joke about: 

In our third concert the Christmas Oratorio (Parts 1, 2, 4 

and 6) went off superbly. At least both the choir and I 

were pleased. With the local critics, however, Bach has 
a difficult time here. Hanslick must have suffered the 
pangs of Hell this week, since two days later Herbeck 
performed the St. John Passion.13 

Not to be detered, Brahms remained steadfast to his convictions 

regarding music of the past. Under the influence and guidance of 

Marxsen, Brahms studied all forms of counterpoint.14,15 

One of the most stimulating aspects of Brahms early acquaintance 

with Joseph Joachim was their contrapuntal studies of canon and fugue 

11Michael 
Musgrave, "Historical Influences in the Growth of 

Brahms' 'Requiem", Music and Letters, LIII, 1972, p. 3. 

12Gal, 
p. 79. 

13 
Gal, p. 80. 

14 
May, vol. I, pp. 150 -51. 

15Niemann, 
p. 23. 
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carried on by mail.16 During his employment at Detmold from 1857 -59, 

the first volumes of the Leipzig Bach Edition (first printed in 1850) 

were under his constant scrutiny. His young piano student, the 

Princess Fredrika, presented him with volumes I -V as a gift and later 

Brahms subscribed to the successive volumes as they were printed.17 

Of special interest in the first five volumes were the cantatas that 

dealt with the subject of death and the way in which Bach treated the 

ideas of peace and tranquility as related to death. Also included 

in those first five volumes was the Passion According To Saint Matthew. 

It would seem reasonable that Brahms took interest in both the general 

as well as specific manner in which Bach set the events surrounding 

the death of Jesus. The overall air of contemplation, especially the 

final chorale, "Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden", and the peaceful 

setting of the burial, "Nun ist der Herr zur Ruh gebracht", might well 

have influenced Brahms own thoughts on the subject. 

As enlightening as Brahms' interest in the early Bach edition 

is, of equal significance was his enthusiasm for the works of Heinrich 

Schütz, even though he was probably unaware that the texts he had chosen 

for the Requiem are paralleled in several of Schütz's works. Michael 

Musgrave says: 

16Richard 
Specht, Johannes Brahms, trans. by Eric Blom 

(London and Toronto: J. M. Dent & Sons., Ltd., 1930), pp. 61 -62. 

17Musgrave, 
p. 4. 
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That his work should be discussed in relation to Schutz 
would certainly have pleased Brahms, who, along among 
leading composers, took a keen interest in the growth of 
the first Schutz edition which appeared from 1885 -1394.18 

Schütz's Musikalische Exquien, is the earliest known example of a 

"German Requiem ", and incidentally includes a setting of the words 

"Selig sind die Todten" (Blessed are the dead) as the final chorus. 

As Musgrave points out, it is doubtful that Brahms knew of this work 

since his only access to Schutz, at that time, was through Carl Georg 

Vivigens von Winterfeld's, Johannes Gabrieli un sein Zeitalter 

(Giovanni Gabrieli and his time or era). This work not only contained 

musical examples but also a history of Venetian music during the 16th 

and 17th centuries. Among the musical examples was Schütz's motet 

for triple chorus, "Saul, was verfolgst du mich" but there were no 

sections of the Musikalische Exquien. Therefore, it seems only 

reasonable that Brahms was unaware of Schütz's work along the same 

lines as his own Requiem.19 

Still another coincidence linking Brahms' Requiem to the 

earlier work by Schütz is that in both cases the texts were chosen at 

will by the composer, in the case of Schütz, for the specific occasion 

of the death of Prince Heinrich Posthumous of Reuss. It is not known 

whether Schütz and the deceased prince had any close personal ties 

that might have provided the impetus for the Musikalische Exequien, but 

we accept the fact that personal tragedies were quite influential in 

the creation of Brahms' Requiem. 

18Musgrave, 
p. 3. 

19Musgrave, 
p. 3. 
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FUGAL COMPOSITION AS A FINALE STYLE IN 
SECTIONS OF LARGE SCALE CHORAL AND ORCHESTRAL WORKS 

The use of fugal treatment as a finale, either to a movement, 

a section or a complete work had been well established by the 

Nineteenth century. Although fugal composition had declined to a 

considerable degree by the Nineteenth century, it remained a very 

effective device by which composers could vary texture and sonority 

as well as achieve "momentum" toward a climax. 

By virtue of his musical lineage, it was almost obligatory 

that Brahms continue the established tradition of the "climactic 

fugue". 

The following table contains many of the finest examples of 

"finale" fugues in Brahms' musical ancestry, works with which, in 

all likelihood, he was familiar. 



Composer 

J. S. Bach 

J. S. Bach 

TABLE I 

10 

WORKS WITH IMPORTANT FUGAL SECTIONS SET 
AS FINALES TO SECTIONS AND /OR THE WHOLE 

Work 

Magnificat 

Mass in B Minor 

Movement 

Sicut Locutus Est 
(followed by 
Gloria Patri) 

Kyrie (1st and last) 
Gloria (Finale) 
Credo (Finale) 
Dona Nobis Pacem 

J. S. Bach Christmas Oratorio Final Chorus 

J. S. Bach Der Geist Hilft Final Chorus 

J. S. Bach Singet Dem Herrn Final Chorus 

J. S. Bach Lobet Den Herrn Entirety (final 
Alleluia) 

J. S. Bach Furchte Dich Nicht Final Chorus 

G. F. Handel Messiah End Part I 

End Part III (Amen) 

G. F. Handel Judas Maccabaeus End Part II 

F. J. Haydn Paukenmesse End of Credo 

F. J. Haydn Heiligmesse End of Gloria 
End of Credo 

F. J. Haydn Lord Nelson Mass End of Gloria 
Dona Nobis Pacem 

F. J. Haydn Mariazellermesse End of Gloria (Amen) 
End of Credo 
Dona Nobis Pacem 

F. J. Haydn The Seasons Finale 

F. J. Haydn The Creation End of Part I 

End of Part II 
End of Part III 

W. A. Mozart Requiem, K.626 End of Introit 
(Kyrie) 



Table I -- continued 

Composer 

W. A. Mozart 

L. von Beethoven 

Work Movement 

Mass in C Minor End of Gloria 
K.427 

Mass in C Major End of Gloria 
End of Credo 
Dona Nobis Pacem 

11 

L. von Beethoven Missa Solemnis 

(Fugato sections) 

End of Gloria 
End of Credo 
Osanna 
Dona Nobis Pacem 

L. Cherubini Requiem in D Minor End of Offertorium 
(Quam Olim Abrahae) 

L. Cherubini Requiem in C Minor End of Offertorium 
(Quam Olim Abrahae) 

F. Mendelssohn Elijah Finale 

F. Mendelssohn Hymn of Praise Finale 

H. Berlioz Requiem Osanna 



CHAPTER 3 

A GERMAN REQUIEM IN RELATION TO THE PERSONAL LIFE OF BRAHMS 

Brahms had become acquainted with Robert and Clara Schumann 

on September 30, 1853, and from the beginning formed a relationship 

that would last until their deaths. The personal bonds that existed 

between these three monumental figures of the Romantic era have been 

the subject of exhaustive research. Suffice to say that the mutual 

affection and respect held for one another were at least equal to and 

possibly transcended their devotion to their own families. Brahms 

was shortly to devote much of his life's energy to the support and 

well being of Clara and her children during Robert's illness and after 

his untimely death. Not only did this experience put Brahms under 

tremendous psychological stress, it also took its toll upon his 

financial well being. It forced him to put off accepting the court 

position at Detmold until the following year. In the end, it was 

Brahms alone who was credited with saving Clara from derangement as 

a result of the circumstances.20,21 He was even forced to resume 

concertizing as a pianist, to which he was not inclined, in order to 

help with expenses as it was apparent that Robert would never 

20Specht, 
pp. 45-46. 

21Niemann, 
p. 57. 

12 
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recover.22 Clara and Brahms were at the death bed of Schumann on 

July 29, 1856 and as Niemann states, "it was the first time that 

death --and death in such terrible form --had approached Johannes.23 

Although little has been written on Brahms' relationship 

with his mother, it would appear that he was equally devoted to 

both his mother and father. From all accounts it would appear that 

the marriage of Brahms' parents gradually had turned sour until, at 

his suggestion, they separated in 1864 with Brahms taking financial 

responsibility for his mother and sister, Elise. Now at the age of 

seventy -two, this must have caused Frau Brahms unbearable grief 

and contributed adversly to her already failing health for within 

the year she was near death. His sister notified Johannes of the 

impending death and he immediately made his way back to Hamburg but 

arrived too late. According to Florence May, "He knelt down by the 

quiet bed and sobbed aloud in uncontrollable grief. "24 Thus, within 

nine years, Brahms was stricken by two major tragedies. As parts 

of the Requiem were already in progress (likely to the memory of 

Schumann), it seems natural that his mother's death served as the 

impetus for its completion.25 To be sure it is now accepted by 

mutual consent that the fifth movement, added in the summer of 1868, 

is a tribute to his mother.26 

22Niemann, p. 62. 

23Niemann, p. 64. 

24May, Vol. II, p. 34. 

25Specht, p. 149. 

26Jeffrey Pulver, Johannes Brahms (New York: Harper, 1926), 
p. 161. 



CHAPTER 4 

OTHER WORKS OF BRAHMS WHICH UTILIZE EXTENSIVE FUGAL TREATMENT 

The works of Brahms portray him as a Romantic with deep 

seated roots in the German Baroque tradition. There runs throughout 

his work a rich vein of contrapuntal mastery that eluded most of his 

contemporaries. Brahms skillfully conquered the popular 19th century 

forms; the sonata, theme and variation, the rhapsody, intermezzo as 

well as the Lied and the chamber music forms, trio, quartets, quintets, 

etc. Adding to these forms his own contrapuntal skill, Brahms 

developed a characteristic style of composition that was unique. 

Certainly in Brahms counterpoint once again reaches levels 

of importance that had not been achieved since Beethoven. The 

following table reveals a chronological listing of Brahms' works that 

employ either complete fugues or extensive fugal treatment as fugal 

expositions, fugatos and canons. 

14 



Work 

OTHER 
EXTENSIVE 

TABLE II 

WORKS OF BRAHMS IN WHICH 
FUGAL SECTIONS ARE EMPLOYED 

Title Movement 

Opus 1, No. 1 Piano Sonata in 

C Major 
1st movement 

Opus 2, No. 2 Piano Sonata in 
F# Minor 

4th movement 

Opus 5, No. 3 Piano Sonata in 
F Minor 

4th movement 

Opus 8 Piano Trio in B 1st movement 
Major (1st version) 

Opus 15 Piano Concerto in 3rd movement 
D Minor 

Opus 24 Handel Variation Last movement. 

Opus 29, No. 1 "Es ist das Heil" 

Opus 29, No. 2 "Schaffe in mir" 

Opus 34 Piano Quintet in Finale 
F Minor 

Opus 38 Cello Sonata 4th movement 

Opus 40 Horn Trio in Eb Major 2nd movement 

Opus 88 Viola Quintet in 3rd movement 

Unpublished 

Unpublished 

Unpublished 

F Major 

Organ Fugue in Ab Minor 

Chorale Prelude and 
Fugue in A Minor 

Chorale Prelude and 
Fugue in G Minor 

15 



CHAPTER 5 

BRAHMS' USE OF RECURRING MOTIVES 

Brahms' use of recurring short motives as the basis of melodic 

unity is certainly not limited to the German Requiem. Indeed this 

characteristic pervades all of his work save possibly some of the 

Lieder and motets. Some attribute this practice to his meeting with 

Liszt at Weimar but as William S. Newman points out, Brahms was 

already engaged in his own brand of theme transformation in his 

Opus 1 piano sonata.27 Brahms' practice of motivic expansion is not 

unlike that of Beethoven in the Fifth Symphony and "Sonata Pathatique ". 

It might also be compared with a type of melodic fragmentation in 

which bits and pieces of a melodic structure are so cleverly dis- 

guised that only upon close scrutiny are they revealed to be parts 

of a melodic whole. This practice was used by Bach as a method of 

disguising chorale melodies into seemingly unrelated works as in 

Movement No. 5, "Death, I do not fear thee ", from the motet Jesu 

Meine Freude. In fact, Donald Tovey credits Brahms with the discovery 

of the chorale melody imbedded in the fragmented, chordal opening of 

that chorus.28 

One of the most often mentioned works in this regard is 

Brahms' Symphony No. 1, Opus 68, in which the first movement is based 

27William 
S. Newman, "A 'Basic Motive' in Brahms' German 

Requiem ", The Music Review, XXIV, 1963, p. 192. 

28Donald 
Francis Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, Vol. IV 

(London: Oxford University Press, 1935 -39), pp. 75 -76. 
16 
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upon three motives presented simultaneously in the opening measures. 

The Symphony No. 3, Opus 90 bases much of its unity between the first 

and last movements upon a three chord motto phrase that recurs 

throughout the first movement and is brought back in the fourth 

movement. 
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A BASIC MOTIVE IN A GERMAN REQUIEM 

William S. Newman may be credited with the discovery of a 

"basic motive" that unifies the melodic content in the German Requiem. 

In an article for The Music Review, 1963, Newman describes the motive 

thus: "a three note group that spans the interval of a fourth by 

progressing up or down through a second and a third ".29 

Wawa/4 S. n/EuJMAA/S 34SiC MorF, 

02iGN4 C. kETQOG+24OE 1"NErt S icAl RET20GRAGE 
LwERJiow 

For our purposes, we shall accept this as the original motive by 

which to compare the remaining variants. From all indications, the 

genesis of the Requiem began with the second movement in which the 

motive is the retrograde of that used in movement I. 

The first appearance of this motive occurs in measures 14 -16 

of movement I in the soprano voice. 

29Newman, 
p. 190. 



SOPRANO. 

ALTO. 

TENOR . 

Bless - rd they, 
p 

Mesa - ed, 1 !. ss -ed are they that 
.. press. 

41 
Bless - ed the, bless -ed, bless -ed are they 

tJ Arr.s. 

BASS. 
Bless - ed they, 

Bless - ed they, 

bless - ed , bless -ed aye they 
e. ress. 

bless - - ed, blessed are 

19 

All four forms of this motive appear in the first movement. Newman 

also has pointed out that the variation of the motive may be further 

altered by increase or decrease in size of the intervals (major or 

minor 2nd and 3rd and augmented or diminished 4th). 

That this motive in its four forms is significant as a 

unifying device can be borne out by Walter Westhafer's dissertation 

on Brahms' Requiem. In his Table 1 he shows that the motive in its 

four forms occurs a total of 628 times in the vocal parts alone.30 

The following are some of the most conspicuous examples of 

the motive in the various movements of the Requiem.31 

30Walter Westhafer, "Overall Unity and Contrast in Brahms' 
German Requiem ", unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1973, p. 73. 

31Newman, 
pp. 190-192. 
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bear - th pre _ ei us se ed pre - cious 

and bear -eth, D'r -eth pre- 
. - - cious 

and bear -eth, pre - cious seed sball 

and bear -eth, bear - eth pre- -cious 

Movement I, measures 85 -87 

they shall have con,- 

} ---- - - -1 
tres, 

they shall have corn- fort, the) 

1 1 

Movement I, measures 145 -148 

crest. 

tort, for the 

they shall have corn-fort, com-fort, 

Movement I, measures 149 -151 



Piano. 

II. 
Moderato, in modo arcia. (i.so.) 

Movement II, measures 1 -6 

Christ, 

undo the cem- ing,the coming of Ch -Tr 

un-to the cori-ing,thecoming of Christ. 

¡dal wiYaMM/ ât7gri'ii>! tiii jtts 
' Chaist, un the corning of Christ. - ar 

w 1 . - 1 t t /. r , JNN-. J. w / y._- / JJ 
- aA7i 1 ^ ! JN / . .........=.........= 

P duke 
Y lrI/ Jr\ /I/.MM/ .\ - N/.r - N . 

Movement II, 83 -91 

Andante m.11/r.ltll. 
Baritone ß: = r _ _ 

w. __`' 

Solo. - 
Lord, m.ltl m. III hn1N, 

Movement III, measures 1 -5 

Johannes Brahms 

- - ------ 
t,n. the m..1 - 

21 
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A 

I.ord, make me to know, know the mea - 

Lord, make me to know, know the mea - 

Lord, make me to know, know the me. - 1 
make me to know, 

- sure of my day on earth, 

V s cc. 
corrbr 

Movement III, measures 17 -27 

E 
r - ---- - ------ --- - - _ - -- ----; -_ _ _ ., _ .,__ _ -- 
\'er - i.Iy _ man - k:nd walk - eth in a vain stow, and their best . f _ .--.-.1 

.. -......-- ....-,-. _w -c . . - 
Ver - 1.1v _ man - kind walk . eth in a vain show-, and theiLbest_ 

= -, ...,- -,. .. 
Ver - i - Ir_ man - kind walketb in a vain show, and their best úVM - .-.... . r 11= = .=1 - ,IMM.111 . 1. 
Ver - i - ly _ man - kind walkcth in a 

E 
vain show, .- ,._ 

and tLe:r_besL 

1...- -- s=.._ :_, .__.., __M- - . - ---,_,__,.,. .. . Y.i . .i:a.. - -Nr.N,_ 
11,1 _ YA _ - .-/. 

illIM .r w1 .. + :EIM.-...1111. MD 
. .... i 

state is 

Movement III, measures 129 -134 
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Soprano 

Alto 

Tenor 

Baas. 

Piano. 

Con moto moderato. 

IY. 

.1131111111111MEMEMONIEMAINIF 

How love - - sítas is :.sssssssaii 
:_ _ -___ _ _ 

--M =M=1=.... 1= =-1 =M= M 4=. 
W,AIDti .11. 1U-r-MMV-7=-- . <- M Mimm 

Thy dwell ing - place, Lord 

is Thy dwell . ing - place, O Lord 

of Hosts, O Lord of 

of Hosts, O Lord or 

. "MO w.1 =,===.7 OW' .111== WV=M====1 = :_Vt.-M I-M. - 
Thy dwell - ing - place, O Lord of Hosts, O Lord i. N - _ 

Movement IV, measures 1 -12 

* 

Movement V, measures 7 -14 
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tin- n - 'ing place, we seek one to come, seek 

' _- .. .. .- i .v. w- . .. ... --NI :-= N ~ N. NM 
l ' __ _i_l .M .- -- 1 I NNMNN J.N N-- rN.r... r = N : ': :7'.7 : .'=. 7. A M- . \i= . L . ,... .. 

. -. h, w 1 
= )r- 
ir 4 :Mr 

Movement VI, measures 6 -12 

Soprano. 

Alto. 

Tenor. 

Bass. 

Piano. 

VII. 

e 

l; r 
4 

- I 
M;wetncn (¡_ he' 

r 
1 

. , - m. __- . I, 
-------- 

a r= ram 

..... 
_ '_=Ñ_.-=.=.. =7 . _ _ -..- rar. ia- 

Á 

Movement VII, measures 1 -4 

dead which die in the Lord,_ which die 

the 11rad which 

d;q,. 

die in the Lord, which dir a\ /s 

Movement VII, measures 117 -121 
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Additional evidence as to the importance of this motive can 

be seen in regard to its use at points of climax within the various 

movements, often with as many as three forms of the motive simultaneously 

or in close proximity.32 

r 

bless. ed are . e 

dead. loss - ed are the dead, crest 

bless - rr bless ed are the dead, bless- 

Movement VII, measures 150 -160 

32Westhafer, 
p. 78. 
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el 

-67, Lomb, art 

r r = 
1- 

art 

sow - IlS, - off and 

snot - dec, Lard of filon - oÿ and 
r r 

or w 

Movement VI, measures 278 -286 



CHAPTER 6 

THE "BASIC MOTIVE" AS A GENERATOR OF FUGUE SUBJECTS 

Of special interest to this study is the use of the motive 

as a "cell" from which Brahms created the subjects for the two 

climactic fugues at the end of Movements III and VI. It is in 

these two fugues that Brahms links and overlaps the motives to 

create a more complex melodic structure.33 

At this point it would be well to discuss those aspects of 

fugue subjects that make them particularly suited for contrapuntal 

treatment. Throughout musical history there have been innumerable 

melodies composed but by comparison only a small percentage make 

suitable subjects for fugues. Moreover, fugue subjects in general 

are conceived as longer melodic entities thereby making Brahms' 

inventions all the more interesting if, as has been presented, they 

evolve from the three note motive. 

Dr. Michael Rogers of the University of Arizona School of 

Music states that fugue subjects in general and especially those 

of J. S. Bach reveal several characteristics:34 

1. They generally define tonic tonality. 

2. There is usually a prominent rhythmic feature that 
creates momentum and clímax. 

3. There is usually some sort of stepwise interior motion. 

33Newman, pp. 191 -92. 

34Michael Rogers, Music 696c, Fugue, class notes, Fall 1982. 

27 
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4. Fugue subjects are usually divided into two sections 
by some sort of lull or pause that occasionally allows 
for later interest; e.g. the use of a countersubject. 

5. There is usually some sort of unexpected twist or 
surprise. 

As a point of interest, the aborted fugal exposition at the 

end of movement No. II had the possibility of making perhaps a more 

exciting fugue than the other two. No doubt, Brahms realized that 

this would have created too great a climax in the early portion of 

the work, thereby destroying the symmetry of climax arrangement. 

We shall now examine the two fugue subjects from movements 

III and VI of the Requiem, with regard to those characteristics 

cited by Rogers. 



Regarding Rogers' points, the tonic tonality is self evident 

since with the exception of tones 2 and 7, the first measure of the 

subject is simply a D major scale is so apparent at the beginning 

there is no interior stepwise motion of consequence. The midpoint 

lull is set musically in two ways; the reiteration of a dotted 

quarter /eighth note figure and the downward skip of a fifth which 

shifts the tonality to the dominant. The lull is also strengthened 

textually in that the lower note is on the word "und" in the orginal 

German text. Since "und" is the coordinating conjunction of the 

sentence it is quite natural that there would be a slight pause 

before proceeding. 

The "surprise" of the fugue subject is the arpeggiated, fully 

diminished seventh chord on the dominant leading tone 07 
/V) 

that comes at the end of the subject. 

min'Arommimplisrmrimm.mi iws4m. V.Maest_1 ; 
Der Ke-rcrl,t -o , . i n in- c . o t ' In nn; k i -- - 

But the rithtiou, oulr, are in- the-- haw' of (:o.' nor piin nor 

t,u.+1 ret i. 
grief Oh.,l l ni; l- eh,,,- come. 

29 
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w 
1 C7 

Herr du hiFt Wur tig u nrh---men Prei. und 

Wor th Thou to be urais--ec: Lord ot art 

IN/f MINT' MEW 5NIIINEM =III MIMI' MIIIINL 
110=1 IIIMMI"-.11:111 MEP! 

Eh 
hon 

rP und Er., t t 

or an.' might 

Fugue Subject- Movement VI 

The first three measures and a beat remain firmly in the 

tonic key of C major with the addition of a borrowed chord (beat one, 

measure two) major VI. The modulation to the dominant key is accom- 

plished by way of a secondary dominant (V /V) in the last three beats 

of the subject. 

The rhythmic aspects of this subject are characterized by 

long notes on the downbeat of measures 1 and 2 with gradual subdivisions 

(measures 3 and 4) to achieve momentum. The whole note on beat one of 

the second measure allows a lull for the entrance of the counter- 

subject. Again, the final lull is accentuated by the text. The final 

words of the fugue subject, "und kraft ", are set in such a way that 

their meaning ( "and power ") is heightened by the anticipation of the 

dominant. As was the case with the fugue subject from movement III, 

there is no important interior stepwise motion. There is also no 

"surprise" in the subject of movement VI. 
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We shall now look at the two fugue subjects with regard to 

Newman's motive. The original statement of the motive from movement I, 

can readily be identified as the incipit for the subject of No. III, 

while the retrograde motive is the incipit of the fugue subject from 

movement VI. 

In movement III the subject begins with the original motive 

of movement I followed by the motive in inversion. Immediately pre - 

ceeding the diminished seventh chord at the end is another motive in 

inversion. 

FuGctE Sc1gJEr- MoEMENT n/o. IIL /140r/ of ® 
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This subject opens with a statement of the motive in retro- 

grade. Measure No. 3 and its anacrucis contain overlapping statements 

of the motive in inversion, original and another inversion. 

Facia Sue.TeeT - MOVEMENT Wo. QI Mel rivE 0 
4 ° J11 e7 A ejtliefri 
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Newman states: 

It is tempting, for example, to stretch our present basic 
motive so as to include three note groups that define 
fourths but change direction. Brahms well may have had 
in mind the affinity between such permutations of the 
basic motive. But it is also easy to labour these relation- 
ships to the point where the "motive ", far from distinguishing 
the one work can be found in almost any piece of music. 

Although Newman's point is well taken, it is however quite 

possible that Brahms, whether consciously or not, engaged in a natural 

process of "motivic expansion" that creates new motives related to the 

one Newman discovered. This author believes that such an "expanded 

motive" exists in significant number and that its occurrence at stra- 

tegic points of climax render it equally important as that of Newman. 

We have called this motive "B ". Its relation to Newman's "Motive" is 

that each of the intervals are increased in size so that a basic motivic 

shape is maintained. The essential direction of motive "B" is upward 

with the wide skip coming last so that it is an expansion of Newman's 

retrograde inversion. 

NE cuMA/4/s /40 ri E XpAMpeo, 

The expanded form of motive "B" allows for the insertion of 

a passing tone in the lower interval of a third. 
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Another variation of motive "B" affects the final interval of 

a fourth. In some instances it is further expanded to a fifth but 

more often is inverted into a downward fifth. This latter alteration 

is generally in consideration of vocal range. To be sure, octave 

displacement is part and parcel of variation technique. 

Although our primary concern is the use of motive "B" in the 

two fugues, its use in other parts of the Requiem is important to note 

since the frequency of its occurrence is important to its validity. 

The following examples of motive "B" are among the most 

conspicuous and in their original order of appearance within the 

various movements of the Requiem. 

they that mourn, for they shall have corn -fort, they shall have corn - fort, 

Movement I, measures 22 -27 

shall joy, shall reap joy, in joy, 

in_ joy, shall reap 

réap, shall reap 

.I i i 

nh joy, shall reap joy, 

jjsj7 22 sic 

Movement I, measures 56 -58 
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seed, sh.t _ doubt -less re - turn, r turn with re - plc - mg, and bring_ 

sb.11 doubt -less e - turn, re - turn 

toubt -less re - turn with re - jolt - ing, 

seed, 

shall doubtless re - 

shall doubt -less re . turn wit,_.! - joie . mg, 
I 

Movement I, measures 89 -91 

AU_ero, m. m-n tr.pp. 

- er 

more. The re- deem -ed of the Lord shall re - 

Merv, ma non troppo. (i _ Iwo 

Movement II, measures 106 -110 

___---- ----_ 
these s 

glad - 

'II be their p^r non, these- shall be h ir 1,r - t, n, they t _ - _ - _a . _s - 

tlust__sral? be their per-ticn, 
iY 

ness,_ these shall be their pnr - 

a 

Movement II, measures 147 -151 
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1 

T :1 - them. flee from_ them. The re-deem. ed of 

t em, flee from_ 

_ them, flee from_ them. 

Io 

tbem. The- re- deem - ed of the Lord, the_ 

Movement II, measures 166 -171 

Baritone Solo. 

Lord, . make me to know, knowtbe mea - mire of my days 

V. V 

on earth, 

Movement III, measures 67- 79(1 -14) 

4" 1y 
th .1 I mum per - ish, 

that I must p r- ish, 

Tt t- 
that I mu-, t per - ish, 

th.,t I must per - ish, 

- ----- j - 
b 

Movement III, measures 28 -29 
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and thir best state_ is 

Movement III, measures 109 -110 

CTSf. 

(rest. 

st lone. eth. vea. 

eth, yea, fatnteth.vea, faint _ rib 

Movement IV, measures 48 -57 

Soprano Solo. 

Piano. 

Movement V, measures 1 -3 
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beit be. bola me,-an your 

. 

_ 3 ä 4 á 
Movement V, measures 16 -17 

bc.art sl.,11 b. )o.. fut. ,,nn 

sf1rRA\O - . p - (i1 
1 

w ill _ rom-f, rt 
ALTO. 'Mr -- 
TENOR . 

BASS . - 

1'cJ. 
s, no r 

I %%I;I_ 
w 

com- fort 

1-..1. 
i,. r. 

v* 
1 _ w in . corn-f rt 

1'r.,. 1 - w :l rom. t 

Movement V, measures 18 -19 

Movement V, measures 27 -28 
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mine, but at e last._ but at the last 1_ bave 

_p es- 3,fl 
Yea, 

p es - 

Yea. I _ w ill com -fort, 
prsp.ss sg¡ 

Movement V, measures 41 -44 

.6. 

Yea. 1 _ will com - fort, 

. . r . . . 
' 

" 

- beit, ye shall a- train be-bold me,and your heart shall be joy-ftJ. . r )oç 11 IPsS 
_ 

1:.IIIIWMi 
z- . 

Yt.W, I _ will_ 
. .rss ..._ 

i' _ 1rINICANIICMMIIII1 

- 
tsf.rs i . Yea, I will co ... ..-...... .... .. 

W.I. 1 will eom- fort you, yea, will corn . p es rsa. 
_ 

- - i - l I. 4- s 

Yea, I will có 5: 
ow ..-- 

( +_ _! C i 
4 

.. - i 
_ ` 

3, ; ¡ 
Movement V, measures 62 -65 
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.spr. -- - - - - 
est.,. 

Ne sh.,11 J. gain be-hold me, 
d;.., . = P -- L Z v 

I_ will rom-fort you, yeJ, I_ ill com.ff.rt you, I N Ill, I \\ ill .. p d;IN. 

7...- -----: a. s -....." I- a in com-fort ynu, ye,,, I_ a IlI_ corn- fort tnp. I w ill, I a II) 
!fear. - T p --- dim. = 

a ....-Thar 
y..., 1__ " ill rom .fort you, yr.,, I- w111 comfort, 1 w ill 

P eerie, +-- 
W.A.E. - - - -a= 

, 

yea, __ w 4 cr,n..f,rt y(.u, yr.,, I will comfort, .- i- 

` - _ - .. r- 
e...re. 

' d 
p Horn. 

tal- r J _ r . s 
v 17 

Movement V, measures 73 -76 

Baritone Solo. e 

i 

- - --- - 
1 r - ------ t s 

Lo, I 
l r 

un- fold un-to you a mys - - . te 
fi 

place. 
t 

a ri - tine wing - p)rce. e=1 
i 1 4 1 a place. 

- - it, : i - # - iit=1;1 
place. 

. - ... 
91111111.1 

W 1" 1 
.kC ILI... =Z 4s%- - - - - 

btF v r 

Movement VI, measures 26 -31 
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Baritone Solo. 
7 \ - i r r 1 

Then, then what of old- was 

- r . .. . .-. .__ , . d'.. = ,. . _ . 
r. 
t 

_ t lt_J MJ 1.Mwt t_t_t_t_ . V.,Ml_ tJMt_ lili-t.ir 7 .ttMt_t __-Nl_ -- =r Mfl_ a_a.rt a_ a_ a.a.rrlï 
toll' b?n fin 4 s ad lib 

toll' .Ytrr nrl lib. 

Movement VI, measures 104 -112 

Unfortunately the "B" motive does not appear in any clearly 

defined section of the final movement of the Requiem. There are some 

instances in which it appears in prominent voices of the orchestra as 

an accompaniment. But this would be stretching the point with regard 

to a "B" motive. 
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MOTIVE "B" IN THE FUGUES 

Most interesting of all are the occurences of motive 

"B" in the two fugues in Movements III and VI. 

We shall first see the way in which motive "B" appears 

in the respective fugue subjects. 

Fircrr,a E 34l8.TEC i- NbdC MEiT No .zm 

FWO-tiff Se(BTECr- 404/EMENT Nb. Ql Moi rE 

1$ it 
C2 o d 

J 1J J A r 
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Next appears the Movement III fugue in its entirety with 

all examples of motive "B" bracketed. 

41 

'PI' Y 
Thee. 

it E - 
' Thee. `. _ - .= 

aa 

Thee. But the right-eous seuls are in_ th.band of Gd, nor pain r.r 

J:% t * 
1 Itee. 

1/.ß4 i'.ol 

J . ,>r , 7 e 
1 II fermi', per il P/hulr 

r 

1` 

But the rig *.t -eous soul. are in_ the_ hand cf 

grief shall r.,g them come,pa:n ncr grief, pain nor erief shell 

f 
But the right -eoue souls are 

it 
od cor pain nor grief shall ntgh_th`r_ cease, pain ifr en. 1, Fain nor 

righ them come, but the right -vous s .als are in t e han ,th 

1174% 
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r titif i i i f 

grief shall come, shall nigh them come, but the 

hand o cd, nor_ pair nor grief shall nigh_them come, but 

in the_ hind od, nor pain nor grief shall nigh_ them come, pain COT 

t th . . J i . .. .... .. . .i - :- . ' ,h_1 
. % y a`` : 

t 7 % f - r { - ? r 

ef, p.t:n nor grief shall h _ m _come , 

_ C d, or pain nor grief sha11 r.:gh th,m 

the right -ecus souls are_ in e and of (cd, in the 

right- cous soul, are in_ the_ harm of Gcd, or par.: nor grief shall r-:rh them tT ¡ s: 4 r ! . sls ..-- . -----4----= u- -_ - ._ 1,...-...... ---- -u I=MM . r-M., .= . u -.MI 

hand of od, 

come, nor pain nor gr 
ß 

ut the right -eons souls are_ 
1 ' 

ut_ the right cous sou a_ are_ i n e and 

12748 
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nor pain nor grief, nor pain nor gri 

- - --- - --- ----- ---. ---- 
n 

God, COT pain nor grief, not 

43 

MOM. MEMMIIMN 

ef, shall 

pain 

Dr 

nor_ 

nor pain nor rim 

crest. 

r.igh t em come,pain nor grief, pain 

nigh them come, t the 

- 
= 

__ 7s:01-; 

right -eous souls are in_ the_ h 14. 

- grief shall nigh them come, bi.t the right - eous souls are 

grief shall nigh tblem come, 
P. 1! 

but the r' ht - eoús souls e 
i De fit 

j r i - 
n r pain or griefs Sill nigh them tom , .- _-.-::-. .': 

.; in_ .e_ hand d, nor pain nor grief, pa:n nor Brie shall 

ñ ge b ñd o Grid, grief nor 

n7se 

45 
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4a 

ut .e rt . -eo s sou s are in_ e_ an o o. , nor p or 

pain nor_ 

come, but tie right - eous sou s_. rr_ to the hand of 

right eous souls are :n 

grief shall nigh them come,pain, _noL grief, nor pain nor 

God, b.t the right -eous souls are in the bard 

f - 4,_ft: 
of God, nor pain nor 

but the right - eous souls are in_ the 

s 

4 
t7 

God, nor pain nor grief_ shall nigh them come, 

p3in_ror_ grief shall nigh them come, 

but the ngbt -eo s souls are 
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45 

I 
but the right - eous souls are 

c - eoussouls are in_ the hand of God, nor pain nor grief_ stall_ 

- eoussouls are in_ the hand of God, nor pain nor grief shall nigh them 

shall nigh them come, nor 

grief shall nigh 

but the right - eous souls are in.__ the hand o 

them -on:e, nor pain nor grief shall nigh 

lets: 
come, shall nt 

wt! i =Nail 
h _ them _ come, nor pain tor 

nor grief, nor grief shall nigh them 

them come, shall nigh th m, nigh them 
!G r I 

.. a. PM.- umfor- =moon, grow= o Mom; lomo .- oomoolo_ono fow -wor-or-wo or- 

UMW 
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46 

nor pain nor 
J 

grief, nor pain nur 

nor 

nor grief,_ pain nor grief 

grief.- pain nor grief,.._ pain nor grief,_ pain nor grid._ in nor_ 

them 

e". 

come. 

come,_ nor- grief 
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The following examples illustrate the use of motive "B" 

in the fugue from Movement VI. Of special interest is the use 

of the motive in some of the countersubjects and in contrasting 

melodies of the episodes. 

Movement VI, measures 214 -217 . reset s 
L ord.art worthy to Draa 

pra IF 

low 

aad Thy .and pled -sere all tbinirs bare their Y 
` - en ere - d - led, 

r 
bear - en ere - - teA, 

Movement VI, measures 231 -238 
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mtlrbt; 

} raprtsu. # 

+41" 
"-' igD for nos bast 

mlgDt 

if i 
mrth 

14 
and _ beam _ en ere - 

Movement VI, measures 287 -291 
ez 

bed, aad for Tb, rood plea _ sore All thaws Dare their 

sed, for rn 
.,r: 

Rood_ plea -sure all tbtcgs Dace tDe:r_ 

aad for by Rood plea sore all tl:ntR b.m-e tDeir be tn.^, :heir 

Movement VI, measures 292 -299 
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Next follows the entire fugue from movement VI with motive 

"B" bracketed. 

Allegro. ,. - 
t 

s 

Wor - tby art Thou to pram-ed, Lord of hon - our ar.d 

í 
a 

. 
1 3 

I Alle ro có. tool 

to be preis -ed, Lord of 

might, for Thou bast earth and bear - en cre - a - 

a a 

for Thou bast earth and_ hear - en cre - a - 

ted, and for Thy good pleasure all thingsbare their be -ing, and were cre-a - 

1 I ! 

7 
Wor 

Q 
14' 

_ thy art Thou 
r irt*ir*7 r 
to be prais -ed, Lc d of bon - our and 

1m, ===,,....... r iaiii ! =m. - It.. i a.s i i M Mi r 
'- 

P la _ NMW aM_____......1=, .r r . =.. y w=_w.. 1 
111744 

i 
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ted, and for Thy good pleasure all things have their . - uig, and 
± 

were cre-a - . 

_ a 

ted, 
R and were cre - a - ted, crr - a ted. 

1 A f #° 4- t. 1. : r i - 

: 

Wor - thy art Thou to 
-., 

be prais- ed, Lard of 

.-- 
lion - cur and 
41i. 

aught, .for Thou hast earth and_ heav - en cre - a - ,1 

ted. Wor thy a 

Wor thy art Zhou 
4 

to be pram - ed, Lord of 

might, and for Thy good 

- _-- - -- =M r 
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might. Wor thy art Thou, 

Thou 

Rór 

to be prais - ed, Lord, 

thy 

Lord of bon - our 

ed. 1 to he 

praia . ed, Lord of 
e 

bon . our, 

pr:uc 
* 

MIL 

of hon . our, 

a I 
of 

- _WM_ .r i - = 
Jo. ' ̀

 Lord,artworthyto_ be_ prais . ed, 

-I -4 ,i_ 411-%- 1 11 1 I I 
art worthy to- be_ pr:iic 
. L 

- ed, .e. 
MM. -AIM w 

Lord of hon - our and n might, for Thou bast earth 

-..._ -1-ttlr --11--.-1 A 

La 
and for Thygood plea -sore all things have their 

1 

i s 
- and beai- en ere - .s - ted, 

beav - en ere - . - ted, 

sr .6s .s>t tttlisa s 
11174« 

>' 

53 
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and are and were cre . a . ted 

and were c -e. a - ted, 

for Thy good plea- sure 

praised, Lord of bon our and might, 

all _ things bave their be 

310 .3 ïfï a ï43 
. . .'r 

O 

+ r t 

art wor- thy to be prais- ed, to be 

:011MIEM, 
C 

Thou, Lord, art wor - thy, art wor- thy to be prais -ed, to he 

art wor - thy, art wor - thy to be rais - ed, to be 

Thou, Lord, .art t t t 
wor - th3. t art wor - thy to be prais - ed, to be 

a 

54 



art wor - thy to be pram- ed. art 
a F 

1. is, 
` ° r ' 

L 
I 

Thou to be pram. ed, Lord of hon. our. art wor - thy to be preis . ed, 

`ßttRs.a 

79 

pram. ed. Lord hon - our ..nd m2ht, art wor - thy to be s 
pram - ed, Lord of bon . our. of bon our and might. 

11=1 -MMN ,,11111171111 

praia -ed, Lord of might, art wor - thy to be prats.ed. art 

a prass -ed. Lord of might, art wor- thy to be prais -ed. art , 
IL prate - ed, Lord of 

MIND SI ,1111M1 

might, 

S- ..- art 

L 

- 
H . L 

wor - thy, Lord of bon - our and might. and might. art 

i or - thy. Lord of hon - our and might, and might, 
J 

IMIIM., SIM -,--=11 
wor - thr, Lord of hon - our, of 

!D 4 
bon - our and might, 

wor- thy, Lord of hon - our, of bon - our and might, art wor . thy to be 
Fl Ht a ! - 

tn741e 
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wor- thy to be prais - ed. 

à 

p crest. Wor thy art 

it' s 
artv 

worthy, Lord of hon - our and might. 

art wor - tby to be prais .ed, for Thy good plea . sure 

Thou to be prais -ed, Lord of bon . our and might, 

I j 
} II Hi thy art Thou to be pfai . ed, Lord of - hon-our and aught, , L a ta<jo y a` T' "` s J 

all_ things have their be . mg. 
f° s 

WOr thy art Thou to be 

Wor - the art Thou, Lord, nr thy art 

art wor - thy to be prais - ed, art 

riaimmIn art wor . thy to be prais - ed, art 

prais -ed, Lord of bon - our, art wor - thy to be prais - ed, art 
A 

j 
Thou to be prais - ed, Lord of hon - our, 

coI18- 

117404 

- - Ib 
art wor - tby to be 

1 D 

56 
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mor-tilp to be prans-ed,Lordof bon - 

u ..r.tM' to be prais-ed,Lord of hon 

e' wor-thy to be pr.tis-ed,Lordof 

8t 

bon 
s 

psis -cd, te psis- ed,Lord of hon 

- our, 

- our, art 

'V 

i 
- our, art Ivor - thy, Lord ad bon out and 

our, 
t r r 

art w or. thy, Lord, art wo r . thy, Lc rd of h.. n 

r 
art Ivor - thy, Lord, art wor . th), Lord of bon 

}i ,- .7t }` t í - }- 
wor- tbs, Lord, ::rt Ivor - thy, Lord cf sbon 

r ri t 

our 
and 

r c- 

our and 

T r A 
our and S 

LYY: 
'at,411 

rr,tßEt; 
I 

-- 
OW- . 

T 

'st r 
it; tan; p Is f /eSJ. 

t might._ for 

1 

} 

1 
} 

Thou bast earth and beav`- en cre 
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82 

for 
P 

Thou hast earth and_ hea. en cre 
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Brahms' use of short motives as the basis for larger melodic 

structures is an important aspect of his compositional style. It is 

likely that this trait is due at least in part, to his relationship 

with Joachim during their youth. As a young man Joachim was an avid 

proponent of the German Romantic movement. In his correspondence 

with Brahms he often included the postscript "F.A.E." (Frei aber 

Einsam - Free but lonely). In his own letters Brahms would conclude 

with the initials "F.A.F." (Frei aber Froh -- Free but happy). These 

two postscripts became important musical acrostics in the compositions 

of both men. Brahms especially liked to pay homage to his friend by 

use of the FAE motive as in the String Quartets Op. 51 #2 and Op. 88. 

Brahms used his own FAF motive prominently in the Symphony #3, Op. 90. 

Another example of a musical acrostic in a work of Brahms occurs in 

the Sextet in G Major, Op. 36 and relates to a young woman with whom 

Brahms was in love, Agatha von Siebold. In this case he built a 

theme based upon the letters of her name, AGA H(B flat) E naturally 

omitting the letter T since it does not stand for any pitch in German. 

It would appear that Brahms had a particular affinity for short 

motives that he could expand into longer melodies and especially motives 

of three notes as the FAE, FAF and those of the Requiem. In his book 

on Brahms, Burnett James states: "Brahms' themes frequently grow 

out of carefully planted and nurtured 'seed' or germ motives. "34 

34Burnett James, Brahms, A Critical Study (New York and 
London: Praeger Publishers, 1972), p. 152. 



CHAPTER 7 

RELATIONSHIP OF ANALYSIS TO PERFORMANCE 

That this sort of analysis is important, if not mandatory, 

for the conductor seems axiomatic. The question arises as to the 

importance of analysis with regard to the performing forces themselves. 

Is there a significant difference in the way groups perform a work as 

the result of detailed explanation by the conductor? Is it enough to 

give the performers a limited and general introduction to the inner 

workings of a piece of music? Is the whole not generally greater than 

the mere sum of its parts? There are no simple answers to these 

questions. More often than not, we're subject to a rehearsal schedule 

that does not permit in depth and lengthy sessions devoted to analysis. 

Equally important should be the conductor's consideration of the fact 

that musicians attend rehearsal to rehearse. One of the most grievious 

sins a conductor can commit is to "bore" his performing forces with 

undue analyses or explanation. 

Somewhere there is a happy medium between merely playing and 

singing through the material on the one hand and subjecting it to 

minute analysis on the other. To be certain, a very real part of the 

performer's understanding and comprehension of a work must come from 

what he sees in the conductor (his gestures, demeanor toward and 

empathy with the music). 

In the case of the Brahms Requiem and its basis in a three 

note motive, it would well serve the performance to spend some time, 
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in the later rehearsals of course, just simply pointing out its 

existence, and the way in which it functions as a device of unification. 

This in turn should set in motion a thought process by which the singers 

embark on a musical "Easter Egg Hunt ". The degree to which this will 

be successful depends to a large degree upon the musical sophistication 

of the group, but at any rate it will signal that this is an important 

aspect of the music that is easily accessible to their musical under- 

standing. It is hoped that this type of comprehension would make the 

singers more conscious of what is immediately ahead of them as opposed 

to what's being sung at the present, to concentrate on the musical 

"near" future rather than the here and now that all too often is really 

the immediate past. 

This latter point is especially of importance in the singing of 

fugues as complex, not to mention as physically demanding, as those in 

the Brahms Requiem. The recognition that the subjects of the two 

fugues is made up of short motives somehow makes them more controllable 

as well as less complicated to the typical amateur singer. Part of 

the ability to understand and assimilate the larger, more complex forms 

is based on the knowledge that large forms are made up of small forms, 

in this instance the smallest, the motive. 

These are considerations that are of little value or even 

interest to the audience and they may or may not be of interest to 

the performers, but they are of the utmost importance to the conductor. 

Only through his thorough understanding of the "musical physiology" 

of a work, will the performers be able to separate the various elements 

and reassemble them with musical understanding. 



CHAPTER 8 

TEXT MUSIC RELATIONSHIPS 

Always a major consideration in the analysis of a choral work 

is the various ways in which a composer highlights and enhances the 

meaning of the words, that he has chosen by musical effect. Those 

ways may range from the most overt and obvious to the most subtle and 

well disguised. Having chosen his own texts for the German Requiem, 

Brahms must have already had in mind a certain mental picture of the 

ways in which he might set overall ideas as well as particular words 

or phrases. 

From the opening measures of the Requiem, one is immediately 

struck by its serious, somber nature, due in part to the lack of 

violins. This practice is not without precedence as it occurs in 

German Passion music of the Seventeenth century, as well as two other 

Requiems with which Brahms was familiar --the C minor, and D minor 

settings of Cherubini. The use of only the lower strings divisi 

and the pulsating "F" pedal point serves to set an unmistakable air 

of gravity. The series of continual suspensions throughout the 

orchestral introduction serves to heighten the air of sadness combined 

with the descending chromatic line of the second cello. By contrast, 

the opening choral parts move by mostly upward motion and major triads 

through the phrase "denn sie sollen getrostet werden", seemingly to 

emphasize the idea of "comfort ". 
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The Requiem as a whole projects a mood of hope and comfort of 

the bereaved. Central to that general statement are the two fugues 

which stand as pillars supporting the entire architecture. They function 

as the supreme affirmations of faith and praise around which the general 

mood pivots. The choral introduction to the "D" major fugue is one of 

Brahms' most picturesque settings of the idea of "hope" (Ich hoffe auf 

dich) with the voices soaring upward in polyphonic style, finally 

coming together on the dominant two beats before the beginning of the 

fugue. 
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Movement III, measures 163 -172 
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The fugue itself is solidly anchored on the "d" pedal point throughout 

its thirty -six measures and very likely is representative of the 

steadfast support of God. Possibly taking as his point of departure 

the original meaning of fugue (flight), Brahms sets the first half of 

the subject as an upward sweep as the flight of the soul upward to 

heaven. 
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The most characteristic aspect of the subject's last half is 

the final four beats which outline the fully diminished seventh chord 

on the dominant leading tone (vii° 7 /V) as a modulation to the dominant 

key for the subject answer. In order to maintain the use of the fully 

diminished seventh chord, Brahms makes the answer tonal (although the 

first six beats appear to be real) returning to tonic by way of the 

leading tone diminished seventh chord (c ## e g bb). This colorful 

chord occurs at the text "Und keine Qual ruhret sie an" (and no 

pain shall touch them) and had long been associated with the ideas of 

pain, grief and sorrow since the Baroque. 

This is a "subject saturated" fugue, with either the complete 

subject statement or a false entry appearing in every measure, even the 

eight measure coda, which is built on the last half of the subject. 

The continual "d" pedal point severely limited Brahms' possibilities 

with regard to development or inventive exploration by way of 
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modulation into distant tonalities. However, the tonic pedal serves 

as both a tonal and psychological root around which this fugue evolves 

in much the same way as Brahms' might have conceived life centering 

upon faith in God even through changes brought on by adversity. The 

"D" major fugue brings the first half of the Requiem to its conclusion 

in a great climax. 

Tovey calls the "D" major fugue a "double fugue" with the 

subjects appearing in close succession, one in the violins and oboe, 

the other in the tenor part.35 Westhafer in his dissertation on the 

requiem supports Tovey's point but adds that, "The two subjects are 

more alike than dissimilar ".36 In this author's opinion, they both 

miss the mark. The second subject (that of the orchestra) maintains a 

separate identity for only the first two appearances of the subject in 

the exposition after which it becomes so absorbed into the total fabric, 

that it functions as free counterpoint to the main subject. Indeed, 

after the exposition, the so called "second subject" loses even its 

characteristic opening major -minor seventh chord arpeggio and becomes 

simply accompanimental. In addition, the constant eighth note motion 

renders this so called second subject impotent. 

If the "D" Major fugue represents the "flight" of the soul 

toward heaven, then the majestic "C" Major fugue at the end of 

movement VI could well be Brahms' "Lobgesang" (Hymn of Praise), 

and even the credo of the Requiem. This fugue has been called the 

climax of the Requiem and rightly so as the seventh movement stands 

35Tovey, 
Vol. V, p. 219. 

36Westhafer, 
p. 170. 
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as an epilogue to the previous six movements, or a sort of German 

"Dona Nobis Pacem ". The subject is a straightforward, masculine melody 

not unlike a Teutonic March, and a bit more marked than the "D" major 

subject. It is fashioned in the style of some of Bach's most stately 

fugue subjects, e.g. "Kunst der Fugue ", and "Gratias agimus - Dona 

Nobis Pacem ", from the Mass in B Minor. 

Again, we have a fugue that is subject saturated and with an 

orchestral counterpoint not unlike the No. III fugue. However, in 

the C Major Fugue Brahms inserts a distinctly contrasting counter- 

subject that remains intact throughout the composition and becomes 

the basis for the two episodes. 

ra iiC711MIIIMOMP! NM =II NMI NMI =MIl1111ErMIIIW, Wr:i w+rss=risi 

The declamatory nature of the subject quite aptly portrays 

the textual ideas of Preis (Praise), Ehre (Glory) and Kraft (Power), 

with the countersubject acting as lyrical consequent, with text "Denn 

du hast alle Dinge erschaffen" (For you have created all things). 

These two musical and textual ideas constantly play in alternation 

until an abrupt shift into familiar, chordal texture with the 

orchestral accents on the weak beats as a re- emphasis of the words 

"Praise" and "Might ". The first major halt in motion also occurs on 

the words "might" at startling "D" major chord that lasts a measure 

and a beat. This is followed by a new melody in the tenor, quickly 
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taken up by the other treble voices to the text, "For You have 

created all things" only to be interrupted by the bass' restatement 

of the subject in the tonic key as though to begin a recapitulation. 

Again he brings the voices to a premature pause on yet another 

startling chord - -"E" major in first inversion again on the word 

"might ". The fugue closes with two distinct and separate stretti 

to the text of the fugue subject. The final stretto is preceded 

by an unusual example of anti -text painting in that the dynamic 

level comes down and a deceptive cadence is employed on the words 

"glory" and "might ". Those words are repeated as the climax of 

the movement with much greater effect as a result of the earlier 

deceptive cadence. 



CHAPTER 9 

ORCHESTRAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The two fugues which have been discussed here are of the genre 

described as "accompanied" fugues, that is a fugue in which the 

instrumental parts are more often than not subservient to the vocal 

parts that carry the principal interest with regard to the fugal 

elements. This does not imply that the orchestral forces do not 

share in the presentation of the subject and countersubject or episodic 

material based upon them. Indeed, in the expositions of both fugues 

the various entrances of the respective subjects are always doubled. 

Not only does this strenghten the subject statement by way of rein- 

forcement it also helps clarify it by omitting extraneous counter- 

point which is employed at a later point. 

The "accompanied" fugue evidently began in the late Baroque 

and continued with the choral /orchestral works of the Eighteenth 

Century. The orchestral support in this type of fugue is not just 

to provide harmonic support since the harmony is already implicit 

in the subjects, answers and countersubjects. 

The most striking accompanimental effects in the Brahms third 

movement fugue are the pedal point "d ", the constantly moving counter 

melodies and the interspersion of block chords in the trumpets and 

horns which serve as a sort of fanfare to each entrance of the subject. 
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The accompaniment of the C Major fugue begins in the same style 

as the earlier one with constant counter melodic motion and instrumental 

doubling of the subject and the countersubject. From that point, the 

instrumental parts break away from the voices and weave their way 

toward the series of climaxes that occur later. This fugue affords 

much more opportunity to use a series of texture building devices than 

its third movement counterpart if for no other reason than its dimen- 

sions. It is nearly four times the length of the "D" major fugue in 

measures (142 measures versus 36 measures), and twice as long 

temporally. Additionally, the longer note values on strong beats 

seem well suited to solid climactic effect. The frequent use of 

accompanimental triplets as pedal points serves as a texture building 

device as well as an element of contrast to set up the first set of 

chordal climaxes. It is through the elements of contrast that the 

C Major fugue establishes its character; the straightforward nature 

of the subject versus the lilting serpentine countersubject, the 

constant counter -melodic material as well as free counterpoint of the 

orchestra versus the block chordal structure of the interior and final 

climaxes. 
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THE ROLE OF INSTRUMENTS IN UNISON PASSAGES WITH VOICES 

Those passages in which Brahms doubles the vocal presentation 

of the subject with instruments are so well crafted that they present 

few problems regarding the balance of voices and instruments. More 

often than not, the doubling is accomplished with interior strings and 

woodwinds (flutes always at the octave above) so that the effect is 

one of melodic reinforcement rather than actually creating equal 

proportions of voices and instruments. 

Where the real problems occur are in the areas of phrasing and 

articulation. More often than not a composer, as well acquainted with 

vocal capability as Brahms, will see to it that the instrumental 

phrasing corresponds to and compliments the vocal phrasing. There 

are, however, areas that must remain the responsibility of the conductor. 

Due to the nature of words, especially in translation, there are 

times that phrasing must of necessity be adjusted. Additionally, 

singers create short phrases within longer phrases that may either 

be enhanced or rendered unintelligible according to the way in which 

the instruments respond. Conversely, most instrumentalists can 

negotiate much longer phrases than the typical singer, thereby 

allowing orchestral extensions of phrases to emerge from their shorter 

vocal counterparts. These are areas in which the conductor must 

articulate the various ensemble goals, isolate the problems and 

conduct cures. Whereas an orchestra cannot phrase voiced consonants, 
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such as "m ", "n ", they can be made aware of what is taking place with 

the word sounds and allow for the natural ebb and flow inherent in 

words and incorporate it into their phrasing. 

One should not presume to put the entire burden of responsi- 

bility upon the orchestra. There should be compromise on the part 

of all performers. It is just as much the singers' responsibility to 

be heard and understood as it is the orchestra's to control volume. 

In fact it should be a matter of pride that the singers join fully 

in the general exhileration of the "fortissimo" sections just the 

same as they take pride in the way in which they can attain the most 

subtle "pianissimo ". 
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CONCLUSION 

Since the death of Brahms in 1897, there has been much written 

with regard to his use of form, melody and rhythm. There have also 

been numerous allusions to his mastery of counterpoint and the use of 

short motives as the basis for melodic invention. Excepting a few 

periodical articles, such as Newman's, to the author's knowledge, 

little has been written regarding Brahms' use of motives as a source 

of unity and no one appears to have approached the subject of motivic 

expansion. 

The purpose of this study has been to advance the thesis 

that the expansion of a motive, whether consciously or not, was a 

natural part of Brahms' compositional art in the German Requiem. 

The writer hopes that there has been sufficient evidence presented 

to make a strong case for the expanded motive theory or at least to 

present an interesting set of coincidences regarding the relation- 

ship of the two motives cited. Certainly in the final analysis, the 

art work as a whole stands quite well without the recognition of 

either motive. However, the nineteenth century composers were almost 

preoccupied with the possibilities of motivic expansion as begun by 

Beethoven. Liszt's "Thematic Transformation ", Berlioz's "Idee Fixe ", 

and Wagner's "Leitmotif" all attest to the importance of musical 

creation from a seminal germ. 
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After the German Requiem, Brahms put forth a veritable 

flood of choral /orchestral composition (Rinaldo, Op. 50; Alto 

Rhapsody, Op. 53; Schicksalied, Op. 54; and Triumphlied, Op. 55) 

in quick succession by which he perfected his compositional style 

and technique of orchestration that inevitably led him to the 

symphony. 

The popularity of the Requiem is somewhat curious by 

comparison to many of the well known and performed works for 

chorus and orchestra. The way in which it deals with the subject 

of death is so personal and contemplative that even in his old 

age, Brahms would reveal little regarding its "raison d'étre." 

Perhaps part of the Requiem's appeal lies in the sub- 

liminal effect of motivic unity and expansion that, though con- 

stantly in transit, acts as a musical benchmark, impressed upon 

our subconscious. Still in all, the real function of analysis 

such as has been presented here, is not to reduce a great art 

work to its most elemental form but simply to attempt to gain 

insight into its creation. 
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